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About This Game

You can get the patch in community

This is a SIM game, you need to struggle as a villager, start your new life in the town.
But it seems the "town" has some secret...

Feature of this Game

3 actress with more than 6 H scene, and more will be added
you can pick fruit, go fishing, crafting or stealing to make money

then you can buy house, farmland, learn new skills, get powerful equipment...
and explore the secret of this "town"

About Actresses
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Ellie 18 years old
The mayor
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Catherine 22 years old
The hotel operator
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Luna 38 years old
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Title: Villager's Biography
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Yann Zunn
Publisher:
Yann Zunn
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2018
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English,Simplified Chinese
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biography

This game respekts the whammen.
It's a bit derpy and broken, but it seems to be still in development so if you want to keep a self publishing indie dev off the
streets feel free to buy this on sale or whatever.. PROS
-Pretty easy to learn, buy skills, use skills, make money, buy gifts and so on
-Has (some) English support
-Has potential to become a really good RPG
-Good way to blow some time (a very grindy RPG, could be a con if you don't like that)

CONS
-Unfinished
-Isn't really an RPG (you can't level up, there are no specialties [magic, combat, ect.] yet)
-The H-Scenes that I've seen are kinda meh
-Rough English translation
-No real combat in the first two hours, just fishing "combat"

THOUGHTS
Buy this game if you feel like wasting some time and a couple bucks, who knows, maybe it'll be something truly amazing some
day. Overall, I didn't have a very negative experience, it was what I paid for really. Sure there are (much) better games out there,
and yeah, they normally cost a good bit more. So if you want a cheap RPG to grind out then this is the game you might be
looking for. Best of all, it supports a small creator, not a major corperation.

In all honesty, go find some free games online instead of spending money on Steam, there's plenty of good ones out there.. This
is 100% a grinding RPG. And has some elements of a dating sim. I liked it but i like grinding so if your into that i think you will
have fun with this game. My only issues are that theres not to much direction so you have to figure it out on your own which can
also be fun in a way. And the last issue is that after the update that just happend my 7+ hours of game play just got erased so i
prb will not ever play this game again. I hope the creator of the game fixs this issue for the future but until then im done with it.
overall i give it a 5\/10 more if the update didnt wreck my game.. This isn't really a review but I just thought I'd write this. The
game is alright but the biggest issue at the moment is the translation, hopefully it'll be translated better in later updates. Besides
that, it's grindy but ok.. PROS
-Pretty easy to learn, buy skills, use skills, make money, buy gifts and so on
-Has (some) English support
-Has potential to become a really good RPG
-Good way to blow some time (a very grindy RPG, could be a con if you don't like that)

CONS
-Unfinished
-Isn't really an RPG (you can't level up, there are no specialties [magic, combat, ect.] yet)
-The H-Scenes that I've seen are kinda meh
-Rough English translation
-No real combat in the first two hours, just fishing "combat"

THOUGHTS
Buy this game if you feel like wasting some time and a couple bucks, who knows, maybe it'll be something truly amazing some
day. Overall, I didn't have a very negative experience, it was what I paid for really. Sure there are (much) better games out there,
and yeah, they normally cost a good bit more. So if you want a cheap RPG to grind out then this is the game you might be
looking for. Best of all, it supports a small creator, not a major corperation.

In all honesty, go find some free games online instead of spending money on Steam, there's plenty of good ones out there.. This
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